Arazy has characterized the isometries of •<?," ( 0 < p g o o , p / 2 ) onto itself as all maps of the form X>-+UXV where U and V are either both unitary or both anti-unitary. A simple proof of this result is given.
A new proof of the following characterization of the isometries of # p onto itself is presented.
Arazy's theorem. Let <fi be a linear isometry of^p onto itself (0<p^oo, p¥"2). Then either (i) (p(X)-UXVfor some unitary operators U and V on the underlying Hilbert space, or (ii) <p(X) = SX*T for some anti-unitary operators S and T on the underlying Hilbert space.
The above result is proved in [1] . (See also [5] ). The present proof shows clearly why the two cases arise and why p = 2 is exceptional. An earlier version of this paper influenced a study of isometries of the intersections of nest algebras with c € p [2] . Here < € 9 denotes the von Neumann-Schatten p-class and anti-unitary operator means a conjugate-linear isometry on the Hilbert space onto itself. The underlying Hilbert space will be denoted by J f and ^ and !F will denote the rank 1 and finite rank operators on 2>f respectively. The rank 1 operator X H -K X , C > / will be written as e®f. We shall repeatedly use the following elementary fact: if the sum of two rank one operators has rank one, the summands have either the same range or the same co-range.
The proof is based on two lemmas. Arazy's theorem is an immediate consequence; one simply notes that the operator norm and the # p norm (or metric when 0<p< 1) coincide on 91 and that & is dense in •<?". The case p = oo follows from the case p = 1 by a simple duality argument.
Proof of Lemma 1. Let e be any unit vector. Then (p(e ® e) can be written as / ® g with ||/|| = ||^|| = 1. For any x in H, f®g + <p(e®x) = <t>{e®(e + x))e3t and hence either
Either (1) or (2) must hold simultaneously for all vectors since, if (2) is false for x and (1) is false for y then both {£, x ,g} and {/, rj y } are linearly independent pairs of vectors. This is impossible, since / ® £, x + r\ y ® g = <t>{e ® x + e ® y) has rank 1.
Suppose (1) holds for all x. We show that the map xi-»^x is a linear isometry of H onto H. Clearly ||x|| = ||e® x|| = | | / ® ^| | = ||^||. Also, since # # ) = <%, for each hsH, f<2)h = (p(p<g)q) for some p,qeH. Now / ® (£ x + h) = (p(e® x+p® q) and so e®x + p®qe&# for all x. Hence p is a scalar multiple of e and so h = £, where t is some multiple of q. Therefore 
Conditions (la) and (2b) cannot hold simultaneously since this would imply that e ® x + y ® e has rank 1 for all x and y. Similarly (lb) and (2a) From the case when t, and t 2 are independent, it follows that n(s,t 1 ) = fi(s,t 1 + t 2 ) = /4s, t 2 ) and so /* is independent of t. Similarly // is independent of s and so n is constant.
Since fi(e, e) = 1, we have
and <}> satisfies (i). If (2a) and (2b) hold, it follows in the same way that <p satisfies (ii).
Proof of Lemma 2. It is clearly sufficient to show that <$>{0l)e9t for each ^e^. We use the conditions for equality in the Clarkson-McCarthy inequality. The result is: for
||5) H
if and only if Y*X = YX* = 0 (see [4] ). Note that for p = 2 equality always holds. For the present purpose, we only need the observation that, since the condition is that ran(X) 1 ran(y) and ran(.Y*)±ran(y*), equality cannot hold if X+Y has rank 1 (unless A-=0 or Y=0). Suppose A has rank 1 and 4>(A) = T has rank>l. Using the standard Schmidt decomposition (see e.g. where X T is the transpose of X with respect to some orthonormal basis {e,} of the underlying Hilbert space.
To see that (ii) and (ii)' are the same, consider the conjugation C:H\-*H by Clearly C 2 = C and C is anti-unitary. Thus if X T is the transpose of X with respect to the basis {c,}, then CX T C = X* and, if U and V are anti-unitary, UC and CV are anti-unitary. The equivalence now follows. 2. Arazy's original proof also uses the condition for equality in the ClarksonMcCarthy inequality to show that rank is preserved. However, the argument is more involved. 3. The result is also proved by Sourour [5] using quite different methods which also cover more general symmetrically normed ideals.
